Monitoring the degradation process of biopolymers by ultrasonic longitudinal wave pulse-echo technique.
A non-destructive ultrasonic longitudinal wave pulse-echo technique was utilized to monitor the degradation process of three biodegradable polymers: poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) and 50:50 poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PDLLG). The degradation processes of PGA and PLLA, which have different molecular structure, were also studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The degradation processes of PDLLG specimens prepared by different methods were characterized by the ultrasonic wave technique and gel permeation chromatography (GPC). The resulting acoustic and thermal properties indicate that PLLA and PGA exhibit distinctly different degradation behavior, whereas the acoustic properties and molecular weight of PDLLG are sensitive with preparation methods. The present study demonstrates that ultrasonic wave technique provides a powerful tool in detecting the property changes of biodegradable polymers prepared with different manufacturing process and that the degradation behavior of biodegradable polymers can be closely monitored by ultrasonic technique.